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globe that stretches roughly 1,635 miles
(2,631 km) south from the North Pole,
blows down and mixes with the
warmer, moist air coming up from the

A snow plow clears
large amounts of snow
on a narrow street.

Equator.
The worst blizzard ever witnessed
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was in Iran in 1972. There, near the
northwest border with Turkey, 26 feet (8
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m) of snow fell. That is about three times as
high as a ceiling in the average room. The
snowfall lasted nearly a week and covered
200 towns!
In 1993, the blizzard known as the “Storm
of the Century” dropped so much snow across
the United States that nearly half the people in
the country got caught in the storm! The
electricity went out for millions of people, and
snowdrifts as high as 30 to 40 feet (9–12 m)
were created in cities. In some cases, it took days
to clear pathways and roads and to dig out cars.
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E IS A SPECIAL RADIO
network for weather reports
from the National Weather
Service in the United States?
It’s called NOAA Weather
Radio All Hazards. You can
buy a special receiver that
alerts
you when there is a weather
event in your area. Some of
these
come with rechargeable batt
eries, so you don’t have to
worry
about getting new ones. Oth
ers can be powered by han
d cranks
or the sun (that’s called sola
r power!). Some have all thre
e
options—and a built-in flas
hlight, too—just in case the
electricity
goes out.

Shoveling cars out of the snow

TEST YOUR SMARTS!
First, ask a parent or another adult to give you permission 		
to do some Internet research.
1/Read about the Great Blizzard of 1888. Look at a map of the United
States to see where it happened. Why do you think we might be better
able to handle this today versus how they were so long ago?
2/Look up the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA). What are three things this agency does to help the public,
especially in bad weather?
3/With Earth’s temperature rising, creating more warm air, what do you
think we can expect in future winters? What should you do to prepare?
What kind of extreme weather might you expect in the spring and summer?
Look up the term “nor’easter” and learn why these storms happen in
both cold and warm weather.

4/The National Weather Service website is a great source of information.
Select a type of weather that interests you, do some research, and write
a short report.

Learn more about the science of Earth’s
extremes, and why studying them is
helpful, in these other great books.

DID YOU KNOW?
1

The South Pole experiences intense
blizzards, where the winds can top
one hundred miles per hour and the
temperature can fall well below zero.
One of the worst blizzards in the United
States was The Great Blizzard of 1888
that happened more than one hundred
years ago.
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Warm air crashing into cold air
creates blizzards, because warm air
holds more water than cold air does. 		
There are two times more blizzards now
than there were in the past
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Heat waves occur when there is
no wind to carry away very hot air
and it gets trapped for more than two
days. This can cause hyperthermia (look
up this word) in people and animals,
drought, and dust storms.
spouts—a powerful column of
4 Water
rotating air, like a tornado but over

water—can make it “rain” frogs and fish,
by sucking them up and blowing them to
other places, where they fall.
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